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• A Gammatone  filterbank  has the  potential  to  better  resolve the  harmonics  of complex  tones.
• A  total  delay  of a  Gammatone filterbank  can be  made smaller compared  to an  FFT filterbank with  the  same frequency resolution  at low frequencies.
• Melody  contour identification improved  with  longer frame  size  or  higher frequency  resolution.
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a  b  s t  r a  c t

Background: Contemporary  speech  processing  strategies in  cochlear implants  (CIs)  such  as the  Advanced

Combination Encoder  (ACE) use a standard Fast  Fourier Transform  (FFT) filterbank  to  extract envelopes.

The assignment  of the  FFT  bins  to  approximate  the  frequency  resolution  of the basilar  membrane  is

only  partly  based  on physiology, especially  since the  bins are  distributed  linearly  below  1000 Hz  and

logarithmically  above  1000  Hz.

New method:  A Gammatone  filterbank which  provides a closer  approximation  to the  bandwidths  of filters

in the  human auditory  system could replace the  standard  FFT  filterbank  in the  ACE strategy.  An  infinite

impulse  response  (IIR)  all-pole design  of the Gammatone filterbank  was compared  to the  FFT filterbank

with  128, 256 and 512 points  resolutions  and  the  effect  of the  frequency  boundaries of the  filters  was

also  investigated.

Results: Melodic contour  identification  (MCI)  and  just  noticeable difference (JND)  experiments,  both

involving  synthetic  clarinet notes  in  octaves 3 and 4,  were  conducted  with  6 normal  hearing  (NH) par-

ticipants  using noise vocoded stimuli;  and  10 CI  recipients  just  performed  the  MCI  experiment.  The MCI

results for  both  NH  and CI subjects, showed  a significant effect  of the  filterbank  on the  percentage  correct

responses  of the  participants.

Comparison  with  existing methods:  The Gammatone  filterbank  can  better resolve the  harmonics  of tested

synthetic clarinet notes which  led  to better  performances  in the  MCI experiment.

Conclusions:  The total delay  of the  Gammatone filterbank  can be  made  smaller than  the  delay of the  FFT

filterbank with the  same frequency  resolution at  low  frequencies.

© 2016  The Authors.  Published by  Elsevier  B.V.  This is an open  access article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND

license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Research efforts to improve coding strategies for cochlear

implants (CIs) were recently more frequently directed towards

physiologically-based approaches (El Boghdady et al., 2016;

Nogueira et al., 2005; Sit  et al., 2007). A Gammatone filterbank

∗ Corresponding author at: Frauenklinikstrasse 24, 8091 Zürich, Switzerland.

E-mail address: sonia.tabibi@usz.ch (S. Tabibi).

which was introduced by Johannsma (1972) for the peripheral

filtering in  the cochlea and estimated by the reverse correlation

function of neural firing times can be used for the frequency decom-

position of the acoustic signal in hearing devices (Holdsworth et al.,

1988). Since the Gammatone filterbank is  a  more physiologically-

based filterbank compared to  the standard Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) filterbank which is  being used in the Advanced Combination

Encoder (ACE) strategy, an application of the Gammatone filterbank

in  the CI coding strategy could be  advantageous.

The Gammatone filterbank is defined in  the time domain by its

impulse response. The direct implementation of the convolution
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sum in the time domain is computationally quite expensive. Thus,

the Gammatone filterbank is not an optimum option for the fil-

terbank in the CI processors due to  its impractical implementation

(Cosentino et al., 2014). However, more efficient solutions in the

frequency domain have been proposed. It turns out that all zeros

of a pole-zero filter implementation are located on the real axis

which means that the zeros have a small effect near the center fre-

quency of each filter and can therefore be omitted (Slaney, 1993).

It was shown that the shape and the temporal fine structure of

the Gammatone filter response are well preserved by an all-pole

approximation (Hohmann, 2002). The all-pole model offers fewer

parameters and makes it easier to model the bandwidth and center

frequency shift of the filters (Lyon, 1997). This reduces the com-

putational effort of implementation by approximately 50% (Slaney,

1993) and would be beneficial for CI  processors.

The ACE strategy in the Nucleus devices is  based on 8 msec time

frames for 128 samples of the acoustic signal at a sampling rate of

16 KHz which is typically used in  the CI  processors. In each frame,

only the “n” channels with the highest energy content are selected

and the per channel stimulation rate is defined by  the frame rate

(Zeng et al., 2008). The Gammatone filterbank implementation was

done in this frame based format in  order to compare it with the

standard FFT filterbank performance and explore the feasibility of

the implementation within the ACE coding strategy. This imple-

mentation imposed the use of longer frames for the Gammatone

filterbank which last for 256 samples. This increased frame size

can also be used with the FFT filterbank and therefore a compari-

son condition of an FFT filterbank with 256 points was  included in

the experimental protocol.

Cutoff frequencies of the Gammatone filterbank are specified on

the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale, which is  a  psy-

choacoustic measure of the width of the auditory filters (Slaney,

1993). This modified assignment of the cutoff frequencies leads

to more resolution in the lower frequency channels compared to

the standard FFT in the ACE strategy (Laneau et al., 2004). In order

to have the same frequency resolution as the Gammatone filter-

bank in the low frequency channels, the frequency mapping of

the FFT filters needs to be modified. This can be done by increas-

ing the number of FFT points to  512. To separate the effects of

changing cutoff frequencies and increased frequency resolution,

two different conditions were considered: the FFT filterbank with

512 points having either the same cutoff frequencies as the stan-

dard FFT in the ACE strategy or the Gammatone filterbank. Thus,

different conditions were considered for the comparison of the fil-

terbanks; the standard FFT with 128 points, the Gammatone, the

FFT with 256 points (FFT256), the FFT with 512 points (FFT512) and

the FFT with 512 points and matched Gammatone cutoff frequen-

cies (FFTGT).

A study from Kasturi and Loizou (Kasturi and Loizou, 2007)

showed a significant effect of frequency spacing on melody recog-

nition. Since the Gammatone has more resolution in the lower

frequency channels, the lower harmonics of complex tones could be

better resolved which can help for better melody identification. This

can  also help in the identification of the tone that  is different in pitch

in the JND (just noticeable difference) test. Thus, two experiments

were conducted with normal hearing (NH) volunteers; melodic

contour identification (MCI) and JND. Finally, the possible effects of

changing the frequency resolution of the filterbank for CI subjects

were investigated in the MCI  experiment.

The aim of this study was to  compare the infinite impulse

response (IIR) all-pole design of the Gammatone filterbank which

was implemented in  the frequency domain for a  CI coding strat-

egy with the standard FFT filterbank in  the ACE strategy. This

design of Gammatone filterbank has not been used for the CI coding

strategies until now. In addition to that, the distribution of cutoff

frequencies for the FFT filterbank was matched to the Gammatone

cutoff frequencies distribution which was not the case in  the Laneau

et al. study (Laneau et al., 2004). If this matched cutoff frequencies

distribution was  not taken into account, the participant’s perfor-

mance not only had the effect of different filter types but also the

effect of different distribution of frequency boundaries.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. FFT filterbank implementation

The standard FFT filterbank in  the ACE strategy which has

128 points was implemented in MATLAB and made use of the

Nucleus MATLAB Toolbox (NMT) v4.31 developed by Cochlear Corp

(Swanson and Mauch, 2006). This toolbox includes functions for the

conversion of the acoustic signal into electrical stimulation pat-

terns. The patterns can then be used to synthesize vocoder output

signals or directly streamed to  a subject’s implant.

The processing for the standard FFT filterbank in  the NMT was

performed on a  circular buffer with a  size of 128 samples. The buffer

shift is defined based on the division of sampling rate by chan-

nel stimulation rate in  the strategy (channel stimulation rate is the

total implant rate divided by the number of selected channels). For

instance, for a typical 900 Hz channel stimulation rate, the buffer

shift is  equal to  18 samples. A Hanning window with the same size

as the buffer size was used before the standard FFT filterbank. Since

the input signal was real, the output of the FFT filterbank had Her-

mitian symmetry, thus half of the FFT bins were discarded and a

total of 64 bins were combined into 22 channels (Swanson, 2008).

The Gammatone filterbank frame-based implementation used

a  longer frame (256 samples) compared to  the standard FFT filter-

bank, thus for the comparison the FFT frame size was  also increased

to 256 samples. This reduced the FFT frequency spacing to 62.5 Hz

and 128 bins were used to  combine into 22 channels. The FFT output

was recomputed for the changes in  the bin assignments to equal-

ize the frequency response and the cutoff frequencies were kept the

same as for the standard FFT filterbank. The remaining processing

steps were unchanged.

Although the frame size of the standard FFT filterbank was

changed to 256 samples, it was still not possible to get the same

frequency resolution as the Gammatone filterbank in  the low-

est frequency channel. Thus, the FFT frequency resolution was

increased to 512 points which gives a  31.25 Hz frequency spacing

and a  total of 256 bins for combining into 22 channels. In this way,

we can explore the effect of changing the frequency mapping but

at the same time the frequency resolution was increased from 256

to 512 points. In order to separate the effects of changing the cut-

off frequencies and the frequency resolution, two  conditions were

considered: the FFT 512 points with the standard FFT frequency

mapping and with the Gammatone frequency mapping (FFTGT).

FFGT used the frame size of 512 samples which imposed longer

delay compared to the Gammatone filterbank with 256 frame size

(the frame sizes of 256 and 512 samples with a sampling rate of

16 KHz are equal to  16 msec and 32 msec delays). Thus, four dif-

ferent implementations of the FFT filterbank were compared with

the Gammatone filterbank: the standard FFT, FFT256, FFT512 and

FFTGT. All  these implementations were operated using the NMT

v4.31. It  is worth mentioning that moving from the standard FFT

filterbank with 128 points to 512 points (FFT512) increased the fre-

quency resolution but at the cost of lower temporal resolution and

longer delay.

2.2. Gammatone filterbank implementation

Filters in the Gammatone filterbank were 4th order all-pole

IIR using Hohmann’s implementation in the frequency domain
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(Hohmann, 2002). It was reported that when the filter’s order is

in the range of  3 to 5,  it gives a  good approximation of the human

auditory filters and is very similar to that of rounded-exponential

(roex) filters (Hohmann, 2002; Holdsworth et al., 1988; Patterson

et al., 1987; Slaney, 1993; Yin et al., 2011). This value is  not in con-

tradiction to the value proposed by Cosentino et al. (Cosentino et al.,

2014), where the filter order was defined with the aim of optimizing

the  speech intelligibility in CIs rather than based on physiological

characteristics of the cochlea. The bandwidths of the filters were

set to the ERB scale (Moore and Glasberg, 1983) with the cutoff

frequencies ranging from 187.5 Hz to  7937.5 Hz. This range was

chosen to have the same covered frequency range along the cochlea

as the standard FFT filterbank in  the ACE strategy; although it would

also be possible to choose lower values for the lowest cutoff fre-

quency if so desired. The lowest cutoff frequency of the standard

FFT filterbank is 187.5 Hz since an equivalent bandwidth of 3 dB for

a Hanning window that is used before the FFT filterbank is  1.5 bins

(1.5 bins with the sampling rate of 16 KHz and 128 points FFT is

equivalent to 187.5 Hz) (Fearn, 2001). The highest cutoff frequency

was set below the Nyquist frequency.

The absolute value of the complex output of the filter channels

represents an approximation to  the Hilbert envelope which can

be used as an estimator for the further processing of the envelope

(Hohmann, 2002).  The frame-based implementation of the Gam-

matone filterbank and the way that  the complex output of filter

channels was  combined to  get one envelope value for each chan-

nel per frame imposed the use of longer buffer size. Thus, the same

buffer as the standard FFT filterbank was used for the Gammatone

filterbank but with a  size of 256 samples. In each data frame, one

value is selected for each channel and this was done by taking the

arithmetic average over the signal envelope values of each channel.

In  the standard FFT filterbank implementation, some weights were

inserted into the extracted envelopes of the channels to  equalize

the  maximum gain of all channels (Laneau, 2005). These weights

were defined for the Gammatone filterbank from the response of

each channel to a  sinusoid at its center frequency and then multi-

plied with the extracted envelope of that channel.

The implementation mentioned above replaced the filtering and

envelope extraction stages in  the NMT. The rest of the processing

which includes selection of channels with the highest amplitudes,

compression of the extracted envelope to  the electric dynamic

range and amplitude modulation of biphasic pulses were kept

unchanged (Zeng et al., 2008). The different processing stages for

the standard FFT and the Gammatone filterbanks are depicted in

Fig. 1.

2.3. Stimuli

Digitally synthesized complex tones were used in this study

since they are representative of acoustic tones in a real world

(Nimmons et al., 2008). The synthetic tones were derived from

clarinet notes in the RWC  Music Database, instrument number 31,

variation 1, normal articulation and mezzo dynamics (Goto, 2004).

The design of the synthetic clarinet notes was done based on the

spectral profile of a  clarinet and similar to  the approach described

by Nimmons et al. (Nimmons et al., 2008). However, instead of a

linear decay, a cosine ramp was applied to the beginning and end

of each complex tone. Temporal modulation transfer functions are

level dependent in NH  and CI  subjects and the linear decay may

have a perceptual effect on the detection of envelope fluctuations

(Milczynski et al., 2009). Each clarinet note was generated with

the following harmonic relation; F0 represents the fundamental

frequency:

F0 (100%) + 3F0 (72%) + 5F0 (34%) + 6F0 (8.5%) + 7F0 (17%) (1)

Since the mapping of the cutoff frequencies in the Gammatone

filterbank leads to more resolution in  the lower frequency chan-

nels (Laneau et al., 2004), stimuli were selected in octaves 3 and

4.  For the melodic contour identification, each note was 250 msec

in duration with a  10 msec cosine ramp to the beginning and end

to reduce any transient spectral splatter. A 50 msec interval was

applied between notes and a  root note (the lowest note in  the

melody) was selected C3 (130.81 Hz). The interval between suc-

cessive notes in each contour was  varied from 1 to 2 semitones for

NH subjects and 1 to 3 semitones for CI subjects (Galvin et al., 2007).

3 semitones interval was  not tested with NH subjects since it was

relatively easy for them.

Stimulus duration in psychophysical experiments typically

ranges between 200 msec and 500 msec (Fearn, 2001). In the JND

experiment which was  tested with only NH subjects; each synthetic

clarinet note had duration of 500 msec with 50 msec cosine ramp

to the beginning and end and 300 msec of silence between pre-

sented tones. The same relation was  used to produce the synthetic

clarinet notes in octaves 3 and 4.  All semitones in  one octave were

generated according to:

f  = 2x/12fref (2)

where f is  the frequency of the target note, x  is the number of semi-

tones relative to the root note and fref is the frequency of the root

note which is 130.81 Hz in  octave 3 and 261.62 Hz in  octave 4 (tuned

to  A4 =  440 Hz) (Galvin et al., 2007).

All  the stimuli for the both experiments with NH subjects were

processed with a neural-based vocoder with 10′000 neurons which

incorporates refractory and the spread of excitation functions based

on electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP) record-

ings (El Boghdady et al., 2016). The stimuli for the MCI experiment

with CI  subjects were tested with direct streaming via Nucleus

Implant Communicator (NIC) and an L34 research processor to their

implants using the subjects’ own  clinical maps.

2.4. Subjects

6 NH  participants (3  females, 3 males) aged between 31 and 52

years (mean age 39.83 years; standard deviation 9.37 years) vol-

unteered to participate in  the MCI  and the JND experiments. The

audiograms were measured for both ears and all of the participants

had pure tone hearing thresholds less than 20 dB HL from 250 Hz

to  4 KHz on both ears. 4 participants were experienced in  playing

musical instruments.

17 CI  subjects participated in the MCI  experiment; 10 of them

were able to distinguish the melodic contour patterns and com-

pleted the experiment. The 10 CI participants (5 females, 5 males)

aged between 28 and 64 years (mean age 53 years; standard devia-

tion 13.12 years). The demographic details of the CI  participants are

presented in Table 1; all of the subjects were using the ACE strategy.

All  experiments were carried out in accordance with The Code of

Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

Informed consent was  obtained from all subjects.

2.5. Experiments

2.5.1. Procedure

An example of the electrical stimulation patterns (elec-

trodograms) from the standard FFT filterbank and the Gammatone

filterbank applied to  D3# (155.56 Hz) clarinet tone is shown in

Fig. 2. The electrodograms depict differences in spectral patterns

between both schemes and the discrimination of the harmonics is

better represented with the Gammatone filterbank compared to

the standard FFT filterbank.

As already mentioned, other conditions such as FFT256 and

FFT512 were considered to  explore the effect of increasing the
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Fig. 1. Processing schemes of the standard FFT filterbank in the ACE strategy (components enclosed by dashed rectangle) and the Gammatone filterbank.

Table 1

Demographic details of CI subjects participated in  this study.

Subject Age (yrs) Gender Etiology CI experience

(yrs)

Stimulation rate

per channel (Hz)

S1 37 M Unknown 4 900

S2  56 F  Traumatic 12  1200

S3  28 M Congenital 9 900

S4  64 F  Unknown 9 720

S5  63 M Traumatic 10 500

S6  40 F  Traumatic 7 900

S7  64 M Traumatic 4 900

S8  55 M Traumatic 5 720

S9  61 F  Unknown 9 900

S10 62 F  Toxic 2 900

Fig. 2. Example electrodograms for the D3# (155.56 Hz) clarinet tone. The figures show the stimulation patterns obtained with the standard FFT and the Gammatone

filterbanks. The x-axis represents time in msec and the electrode numbers (in apex-to-base order) are on the y-axis. Each electrodogram is  truncated to the range of active

electrodes.

Fig. 3. Three different filterbanks were applied to the D3# (155.56 Hz) clarinet tone; FFT256, FFT512 and FFTGT. The x-axis represents time in msec and the electrode numbers

(in apex-to-base order) are on  the y-axis and each electrodogram is truncated to the range of active electrodes.
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Fig. 4. The average channel amplitudes for the D3# (155.56 Hz) clarinet tone when

processed with the standard FFT (dashed line), the FFT256 (solid thin line in the  top

graph), the Gammatone (solid thick line in the top graph), the FFT512 (solid thin line

in the bottom graph) and the FFTGT (solid thick line in the bottom graph) filterbanks.

The electrodes are shown in the apex-to-base order.

Fig. 5. Five melodic contour patterns used in the MCI  test. Each pattern consists of

three tones and the interval between successive tones in each pattern can  be one to

three semitones.

frequency resolution. The FFT filterbank with the Gammatone

frequency mapping (FFGT) was also added to the mentioned con-

ditions to investigate the effect of frequency boundaries; this new

frequency mapping was possible with 512 points FFT filterbank.

The electrodograms for these new conditions applied to the D3#

(155.56 Hz) clarinet tone are shown in  Fig. 3 to compare with the

standard FFT and the Gammatone filterbanks.

The above electrodograms were summarized in  Table 2 which

shows the resolved harmonics of the D3# (155.56 Hz)  clarinet note

in different channels. The numbers in  the table are the electrode

numbers the same as it had been shown for the electrodograms;

with the highest number for the apical electrode. In order  to  define

the resolved harmonics in each channel, five stimuli with the same

frequencies as each harmonic or fundamental frequency and the

same scaling for the amplitudes in  the original stimulus (D3# clar-

inet note) were produced and then were used as audio inputs to

the coding strategy with five different filterbanks. This led to  25  (5

stimuli ×  5 filterbanks) electrodograms which could show the acti-

vated channels for each stimulus. Note that  no activation is shown

for 6F0 harmonic because of the small amplitude (8.5%) which was

defined for this harmonic.

Table 2 shows that  with the standard FFT, the Gammatone or

even the FFT256 filterbanks one specific harmonic can activate

more than one channel compared to the FFT512 and the FFTGT fil-

terbanks. As is well known, electrical current spreads out widely

along the cochlea and excites a  wide range of populations of audi-

tory nerve fibers which leads to a decrease in the selectivity and the

number of effective channels (Undurraga et al., 2012).  Thus, spatial

spread of the electric field has a major impact on the spectral resolu-

tion of CI  users and decreases the excitability of the affected neural

population. When the number of activated channels for one specific

frequency is  smaller (as with the FFT512 and the FFTGT filterbanks),

it may  help to reduce spread and to improve the performance of the

CI recipients.

Fig. 4 shows the normalized average channel amplitudes of the

22 channels for the clarinet D3# (155.56 Hz) stimulus processed

with the standard FFT, Gammatone, FFT256, FFT512 and FFTGT fil-

terbanks. To extract the average amplitudes values, only the steady

state part of the electrodograms from 50 msec to 450 msec was

considered and the transient parts were removed. The standard FFT

filterbank (dashed line) is shown as a  reference for the comparison

in the top and the bottom graphs of Fig. 4. Conditions with the

Gammatone frequency mapping (the Gammatone and the FFTGT

filterbanks) are shown in  a  solid thick line. According to the differ-

ent frequency mapping of the FFT and the Gammatone filterbanks,

the positions of the peaks as well as the troughs are  not at the

same electrodes and shifts towards the base for the Gammatone

filterbank. The peakedness (width of a peak) of the Gammatone

filters is  narrower compared to the standard FFT filterbank which

may  be the reason of the better resolved harmonics. This peaked-

ness is improved for the standard FFT filterbank with increasing the

frequency resolution to 512 points.

2.5.2. Melodic contour identification (MCI)

The MCI  test designed by Galvin et al. contained nine different

patterns each consisting of five tones (Galvin et al., 2007). How-

ever it has been shown that the large number of response choices,

makes the test exhausting and more demanding for the partici-

pants (Omran et al., 2010).  Furthermore, having five tones in  each

pattern provides more cues for the participants to distinguish the

patterns and makes it easier for them to select the correct answer.

Thus, to avoid the aforementioned problems, five different pat-

terns with three tones in  each pattern were used as illustrated in

Fig. 5.

The test was  carried out using MACarena software (Lai and

Dillier, 2002) and the stimuli were delivered via a  single loud-

speaker at 65 dB SPL with the NH subjects seated directly facing

the loudspeaker and a  distance of 1.5 m.  For CI  subjects, the stimuli

were delivered with direct streaming via NIC and the L34 research

processor to  their implants using the subjects’ clinical map. A

touchscreen with corresponding figures of the patterns (Fig. 5) was

used for the response interface. In each trial the subjects were pre-

sented with one of the five patterns and were asked to  press the
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Table  2

Resolved harmonics for the D3# (155.56 Hz) clarinet tone with different filterbanks.

Filterbank F0 3F0 5F0 6F0 7F0

Standard FFT 22  21, 20, 19 19, 18, 17  – 16, 15

Gammatone  22  20, 19, 18 16, 15 – 14

FFT256 22  21, 20, 19 18, 17 – 15

FFT512 22  20 18, 17 – 15

FFTGT 22  19, 18 16 – 14

button with the figure of the corresponding pattern. The root note

was selected as C3 (130.81 Hz) and the interval between succes-

sive tones in each melodic contour pattern was either one or two

semitones for NH subjects and varied from 1 to 3 semitones for CI

subjects. Each interval set was tested separately and the order of

the patterns was randomized. At  the beginning of each set, training

was provided and the subjects could listen to the five patterns as

many times as they wanted.

For NH subjects, each pattern was repeated 5 times which

resulted in 25 trials (5 patterns × 5 repetitions) per interval set. Five

different processing filterbanks were tested which ended up  with

250 patterns (25 trials × 2 interval sets × 5 filterbanks) per subject.

For CI subjects, each pattern was repeated 10 times which resulted

in 50 trials (5 patterns × 10 repetitions) per interval set. Two differ-

ent processing filterbanks (the standard FFT and the Gammatone

filterbanks) were tested which ended up with 300 patterns (50 tri-

als × 3  interval sets × 2 filterbanks) per subject. According to the

time limitation and the fact that CI subjects were not available for

more time-consuming tests, they were tested with only two pro-

cessing filterbanks to find out whether there is a  same trend for CI

subjects like NH subjects or not.

2.5.3. Just noticeable difference (JND)

Frequency discrimination as a  function of frequency can be

measured in different ways; difference limens for frequency or

difference limens for change (Sek and Moore, 1995). A JND test

which measures difference limens for change may  be more useful

compared to a pitch discrimination test which measures differ-

ence limens for  frequency, as a  measure of music perception. It

was reported that the CI  subjects can perceive a  change in pitch

reasonably accurately but the pitch direction which is tested in

pitch discrimination tests is perceived as ambiguous or even in  the

opposite direction (Fearn, 2001).

The JND test in this study was conducted in an adaptive 2-down,

1-up, 4 Alternative Forced-Choice task (4AFC) and tested with only

NH subjects (Fearn, 2001; Gfeller et al., 2002).  In each trial the sub-

jects were asked to indicate the tone that was different in pitch

from three other tones. The reference tone (the tone that was pre-

sented three times in  each trial) was selected as the clarinet C3

(130.81 Hz) note for octave 3 and the clarinet C4 (261.62 Hz) note

for octave 4. The probe tone (the different tone in  each trial) could

be varied and was selected from the rest of the 11 semitones in the

tested octave. If the response was correct in  two trials in a  row, the

difference between the probe and the reference was decreased but

if the subject responded incorrectly, this difference was  increased

(Kollmeier et al., 1988; Levitt, 1971). Thus two runs (octaves 3 and

4) were conducted for each filterbank which resulted in 10 runs (2

runs × 5 filterbanks) per subject.

The setup for the JND test was the same as the MCI  test; the

MACarena software (Lai and Dillier, 2002) was used and the stim-

uli were presented via loudspeaker at 65 dB SPL facing directly in

front of the subjects. The loudness of the stimuli was roved ±3 dB to

reduce any cues for pitch discrimination that may  be caused by dif-

ferences in the loudness and the participants were advised to  listen

to the pitch differences and not  the loudness (Fearn, 2001; Gfeller

et al., 2002). No feedback or training was  provided. 10 reversals

were obtained in each run and the last 8 reversals were averaged

to get the JND level.

3. Results

3.1. NH subjects

3.1.1. MCI experiment

The MCI  results for 6 NH participants are shown in  Fig. 6 (one

semitone interval) and Fig. 7 (two semitones interval) as confusion

matrices; the subjects’ responses are  shown on the x-axis while

the presented patterns are on the y-axis. The diagonal of the matri-

ces  shows the mean percentage correct responses and the amount

of darkness corresponds to the number of correct responses. For

instance, in  Fig. 6,  for the FFT filterbank, the “Flat” pattern is  con-

fused with “Fall-Rise”, “Fall” and “Rise” patterns which leads to only

46.7% correct responses and lighter color for the diagonal compared

to the other patterns. The average percentage correct responses are

shown under the matrix for each of the filterbanks.

ANOVA analysis with three within subject factors (filterbank,

interval, and pattern) was performed on the scores taken from all

NH participants. The analysis showed a  highly significant effect of

filterbank (p < 0.001). A pairwise comparison using the Bonferroni

correction showed that the performance with the Gammatone fil-

terbank was significantly better than the standard FFT filterbank

(p < 0.01). This significance was also observed for the pairwise

comparison of other filterbanks with the standard FFT filter-

bank.

For each interval the ANOVA with two  within subject factors

(filterbank and pattern) was  performed. A statistically signifi-

cant effect of filterbank (p < 0.05) was obtained for one semitone

interval in  which a  pairwise comparison with the standard FFT fil-

terbank, showed significantly better scores of the FFT512 and the

FFTGT filterbanks (p < 0.01) and significant scores of the FFT256

and the Gammatone filterbanks (p < 0.05). The average responses

of NH subjects for each interval with 5 different filterbanks are

summarized in  Fig. 8.

We further examined whether the subjects improved their per-

formance with any of the filterbanks. We  performed the ANOVA

with two  within subject factors (interval and pattern) for each fil-

terbank. No significant effect for any of the factors was  obtained for

the FFT512 and the FFTGT filterbanks. The interval factor was sig-

nificant (p < 0.05) for the FFT256 filterbank. Both factors (interval

and pattern) were significant for the Gammatone and the stan-

dard FFT filterbanks (p < 0.01) and the interaction of these two

factors was  only significant for the Gammatone filterbank (p <
0.01).

3.1.2. JND experiment

The average JND result for 6 NH participants is  shown in Fig. 9.

The x-axis represents the two  octaves which were tested while the

y-axis shows the threshold which was  achieved for distinguish-

ing the differences in pitch in semitone. For instance, number one

on the y-axis means that the subjects could distinguish the tones
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Fig. 6. Confusion matrices for the MCI  test with 1 semitone interval. The  average responses of 6 NH participants for all trials with one semitone interval were considered for

each  filterbank. The x-axis represents the subjects response and the presented stimuli are on  the  y-axis.

Fig. 7. Confusion matrices for the MCI  test with 2  semitones interval. The average responses of 6 NH participants for all  trials with two semitones interval were considered

for each filterbank. The x-axis represents the subjects response and the presented stimuli are on the y-axis.
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Fig. 8. Average percentage responses of NH subjects with the MCI experiment for

either 1 or 2 semitones interval between successive notes in each contour. FFT repre-

sents the standard FFT filterbank and Gamma  represents the Gammatone filterbank.

The x-axis represents the two  intervals which were tested while the y-axis shows

the  percent correct scores of NH  subjects. Error bars  indicate standard deviation.

Fig. 9. Average performance of 6 NH  participants for the  JND test. The x-axis rep-

resents the octaves which were tested and the y-axis shows the threshold which

was  achieved for distinguishing the differences in pitch in semitone. The  standard

deviations are shown as error bars; FFT represents the standard FFT filterbank and

Gamma  represents the Gammatone filterbank.

with one semitone difference. The standard deviations are shown

as error bars in the figure.

ANOVA analysis with two within subject factors (filterbank and

octave) was performed on the threshold scores taken from the

NH subjects. The analysis showed a significant effect of filterbank

(p < 0.05) but no significant effect for octave. The interaction of the

two factors had a  significant effect (p < 0.01). A pairwise compari-

son using the Bonferroni correction showed no significant effect of

filterbank.

3.2. CI  subjects

The MCI  results for 10 CI subjects with 1 to  3 semitones interval

between successive notes in  each contour are shown in Fig. 10 as

confusion matrices. The x-axis represents the subject’s response

while the y-axis shows the presented melodic contour patterns and

the average percentage correct responses for each filterbank are

shown under the matrix. The first column in the figure shows the

results for the standard FFT filterbank and the second column shows

the results for the Gammatone filterbank and each row represents

the results for different interval between successive notes in  each

contour.

ANOVA analysis with three within subject factors (filterbank,

interval and pattern) was performed on the scores of  CI subjects.

The analysis showed a  significant effect of filterbank (p < 0.05) and

highly significant effect of interval and pattern (p < 0.001) but their

interaction was not significant. A pairwise comparison using the

Bonferroni correction showed a  significant effect for Gammatone

(p < 0.05). For each interval the ANOVA with two within subject

factors (filterbank and pattern) was performed. A statistically sig-

nificant effect of filterbank was  obtained only for one semitone

interval and a  pairwise comparison of the Gammatone filterbank

with the standard FFT filterbank showed a  significant effect for the

Gammatone filterbank (p < 0.05).

In order to  analyze the performance of the CI subjects with any of

the filterbanks, the ANOVA with two within subject factors (interval

and pattern) for each filterbank was  performed. In this case interval

and pattern factors were highly significant for the standard FFT

filterbank (p < 0.001) and the interval factor was significant for

the Gammatone filterbank (p < 0.05). The average result of 10 CI

subjects for 3 tested intervals with 2 filterbanks is shown in  Fig.  11.

4.  Discussion

A  number of studies evaluated filter frequency boundaries for

vowel recognition and F0 discrimination (Fourakis et al., 2004;

Geurts and Wouters, 2004; Laneau et al., 2004). However, little is

known about the effect of filter cutoff frequencies on musical sig-

nals that have a  dynamic F0 contour (Kasturi and Loizou, 2007).

Apart from that, CI users have much greater difficulty than NH

under realistic and demanding situations such as music (Nie et al.,

2005; Wilson and Dorman, 2008; Wilson et al., 2005). Therefore,

the focus of this study was  on  MCI  and JND tests which can provide

insights for improving music perception in CI recipients. The speech

recognition in quiet as well as in  noise  were beyond the scope of

this work and will be tested in future studies.

The results from the MCI experiment showed that the choice

of filterbank has a significant effect. However, if the performance

of the NH subjects were considered with any of the filterbanks,

the FFT512 and the FFTGT filterbanks showed already a good per-

formance with one semitone interval between successive notes

which led to no significant differences for these two filterbanks.

The significant performance difference of the Gammatone and the

FFT256 filterbanks in  comparison with the standard FFT filterbank

showed the importance of the frequency resolution rather than

the filter type for the performance of the NH subjects. This is  con-

sistent with the Cosentino et al. study which showed that more

physiologically-inspired filters in  the CI speech processor do not

necessarily improve performance (Cosentino et al., 2014). How-

ever, an increase in  frequency resolution could not  be observed

between the FFT256 and the FFT512 filterbanks, probably because

of a  ceiling effect with the FFT512. The importance of the frequency

boundaries was  investigated and no significant effect was  found

since the FFT512 showed already a good performance in  one semi-

tone interval between successive notes.
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Fig. 10. Confusion matrices for 10 CI participants. The  first column shows the  results for the standard FFT filterbank and the second column shows the results for the

Gammatone filterbank. First  row represents the results for 1 semitone interval, second row shows the results for 2 semitones interval and third row shows the results for 3

semitones interval.

The confusion matrices revealed a  poor performance of the NH

subjects for the “Flat” pattern with the standard FFT filterbank in

one semitone interval between successive notes. However, this per-

formance was improved in the higher frequency resolution of the

FFT filterbank; the higher the resolution the better the performance.

The results of the filterbanks for the two semitones interval were

improved and the subjects showed good performance for most of

the filterbanks except the standard FFT filterbank for the “Rise-Fall”

pattern which had an average percentage response of 73.3%. The

performance of the NH subjects with the vocoded stimuli was bet-

ter than the CI subjects for 1 semitone and 2 semitones intervals

in the MCI experiment. For instance, the CI subjects had the aver-

age percentage response of 56% for the standard FFT filterbank in

1 semitone interval between successive notes while this score was

77% for the NH subjects. This shows that vocoded stimuli with the

neural-based vocoder are  not the same as real CI simulations. Thus,

the results of NH subjects with the vocoder can be affected by  some

parameters of the vocoder which are  discussed below.

First, the percentage of neural survival was  chosen as 100% in the

neural-based vocoder. This means it was assumed in the vocoder
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Fig. 11. Average percentage responses of 10 CI subjects with the  MCI experiment

for 1 to 3 semitones interval between successive notes in  each contour. The standard

deviations are shown as error bars. The x-axis represents the three intervals which

were  tested while the y-axis shows the percent correct scores of CI subjects.

that there were no dead regions or irregular patterns of neural sur-

vival in the cochlea. However, CI subjects may  have some dead

regions which can lead to the shifted or split excitation patterns

(Zhu et al., 2012). Secondly, the absolute refractory period was  set

to a random value between 1 �sec and 300 �sec (El Boghdady et al.,

2016). This is in contrast to the absolute refractory value used in

other studies (Cohen, 2009b; Miller et al., 2001; Morsnowski et al.,

2006). The spatial spread of neural excitation was  also considered

with the same profile shape for all the electrodes in  the array with

its peak at the stimulated electrode and decrement towards neigh-

boring electrodes. However, it was shown that this profile can be

different for different electrode locations (Cohen, 2009a). Apart

from that, the function for spread of neural excitation was a sim-

plified version of the excitation pattern and was  not exactly the

same as the excitation patterns that can be extracted from ECAP

recordings (Hughes and Stille, 2010). This pattern can also be  dif-

ferent from one CI  subject to another which was not the case for

NH subjects where the same excitation profile was used for the

vocoded sounds. Another difference between NH and CI subjects’

results can arise from their different pitch sensitivity and different

musical experience. Finally, one should keep in  mind that in the

noise-band vocoder the noise bands are different from determinis-

tic pulse trains which are used in the CIs (Laneau et al., 2006). The

effect of these parameters on the performance of NH subjects need

to be investigated in future studies.

The FFT512 filterbank had the same frequency resolution in the

lowest frequency channel as the Gammatone filterbank and as it

was mentioned before, it was not  possible to  get the same fre-

quency resolution in  the lowest frequency channel with the lower

resolutions of the FFT filterbank (the FFT256 or  the standard FFT

filterbanks). The FFT512 filterbank used the Hanning window and

the frame size of 512 samples which imposed 32 msec delay with

a typical sampling rate (16 KHz) of CI processors. However, this

delay was 16 msec for the Gammatone filterbank since the frame

size of 256 samples was used for it. Apart from that when a  spe-

cific harmonic activates more channels (as shown in  Table 2), it can

deteriorate discrimination of other harmonics on adjacent channels

and increase the channel interaction. Therefore, the FFT512 filter-

bank had a better discrimination of harmonics and performance

compared to  the Gammatone filterbank but at the cost of longer

delay and lower temporal resolution.

For the MCI experiment with CI subjects, 17 participants took

part in  the test and 10 of them could distinguish the melodic con-

tour patterns. All  of 10 CI subjects who participated in  the study

were using the ACE strategy and no  other variation such as SPEAK

(spectral peak coding) strategy since earlier studies showed a  pref-

erence of CI recipients for the ACE strategy compared to  the SPEAK

strategy (Fu et al., 2004; Pasanisi et al., 2002; Skinner et al., 2002).

Based on the information provided by CI recipients, it seems that CI

users without musical background may  need additional training to

be able to  perform the experiment. The results from the MCI experi-

ment with CI subjects showed a  statistically significant effect for the

Gammatone filterbank. The smaller the semitone interval between

successive notes was the more benefit from the Gammatone filter-

bank was  achieved. Thus CI subjects showed 15% improvement for

1 semitone interval, 9% for 2 semitones interval and 2% for 3  semi-

tones interval for the Gammatone filterbank. Their performance

was improved particularly for the “Rise-Fall” pattern which was

difficult for them to distinguish with the standard FFT filterbank. CI

subjects got 37% correct for this pattern with the standard FFT filter-

bank in  1 semitone interval while the percentage correct response

was increased to  69% with the Gammatone filterbank (Fig. 10).

The results from the JND experiment with NH  subjects showed

the importance of the filterbank for the performance of the subjects.

There was no significant effect for the octaves which were tested.

However, there was an improvement for the standard FFT filterbank

performance from octave 3 to octave 4.

The default “power-sum” option for an envelope extraction was

used in the NMT  from Cochlear Corp. Electrodograms with “power-

sum” and “vector-sum” for synthetic clarinet notes in octave 3 and

octave 4 were compared for the ACE coding strategy. RFcap (Lai and

Dillier, 2013) was  used for the comparison and the electrodograms

were found to  be quite similar from C3 to A3 notes in both  versions

of the envelope extraction. This means that the results of  the MCI

experiment will not  be affected by changing from “power-sum” to

“vector-sum” for the envelope extraction (in the MCI  experiment

the largest interval between successive notes is 3 semitones inter-

val, thus for the “Rise” pattern with the root note of C3 the highest

note will be  F3#). However, the envelope extraction mode may

affect the results of JND experiment, especially for octave 4,  and

should be investigated further.

This study was similar to the Laneau et al. study (Laneau et al.,

2004)  in  some aspects with a few differences. First, the Gammatone

filterbank implementation was an all-pole design of the filterbank

which could reduce the computational effort of implementation by

approximately 50% and would be beneficial for CI processors. Sec-

ondly, the covered cutoff frequency range along the cochlea was

matched to  the covered cutoff frequency range in the ACE coding

strategy. Apart from that, the cutoff frequencies distribution of the

FFT and the Gammatone filterbanks was  matched. In order to sepa-

rate the effects of different cutoff frequencies and filter type in our

study, conditions such as the FFT512 and the FFTGT filterbanks were

added. In addition, the effect of increasing the frequency resolution

of the FFT filterbank on the participants’ performance was inves-

tigated. Finally, this study was  performed with 10 CI participants

who were using the ACE coding strategy as their own  clinical coding

strategy. The Laneau et al. study (Laneau et al., 2004) included only

4 CI participants whereby 2 of them were using the ACE strategy

and the other 2 the SPEAK strategy as their clinical coding strategy.

5. Conclusions

In  the present study, we investigated a  frequency domain

implementation of an all-pole IIR Gammatone filterbank in  con-
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junction with the ACE coding strategy, the clinical standard strategy

implemented in speech processors of Cochlear Corp. Significant

improvement for NH  and CI  participants was demonstrated in the

MCI  test with the Gammatone filterbank. But it was also shown that

this improvement may  be due to  the usage of a longer frame size

for the Gammatone filterbank and not  just due to the frequency

boundaries of the Gammatone filters. However, the frequency res-

olution and channel spacing with the Gammatone filterbank can be

adapted to the resolution of the auditory system.

The total delay of the Gammatone filterbank can be made

smaller than the delay of the FFT filterbank with the same frequency

resolution at low frequencies. This delay makes the implementa-

tion impractical for a  real-time processing of CI processors since the

auditory information will fall out of synchronization with visual

information and interferes with lip reading. In addition to that,

the results from this study showed that the FFT filterbank perfor-

mance was improved with increasing frequency resolution from

128 points to 512 points. This improvement came at the cost of

decreasing temporal resolution and higher delay compared to the

Gammatone filterbank.

In  this study the covered frequency range for the Gammatone

filterbank was chosen to match the covered frequency range of the

standard FFT filterbank in the ACE strategy. However, the Gamma-

tone filterbank also allows to  specify the lowest cutoff frequency

at will, whereas the FFT filterbank’s lowest cutoff frequency is

restricted by the bandwidths of the bins. It may  be advantageous

to set the Gammatone filterbank’s lowest cutoff frequency to  even

lower values and thereby enlarge the covered frequency range.

Whether this results in an improvement for the CI recipients needs

to be investigated in future studies.
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